Local Sustainable Transport Fund 15/16 Revenue
Application Form
Guidance on the Application Process is available here.
Bids should be no more than 20 pages long (excluding supporting letters).

Applicant Information
Local transport authority name(s):
Cumbria County Council
Bid Manager Name and position:
Andrew Harper, Transport Infrastructure Manager, Highways and Transport
Contact telephone number: 07979014362
Email address:

andrew.harper@cumbria.gov.uk

Postal address:

Parkhouse Building
Kingmoor Business Park
Carlisle
Cumbria
CA6 4SJ

Website address for published bid:
http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/LSTF/LSTF.asp
When authorities submit a bid for funding to the Department, as part of the Government’s commitment
to greater openness in the public sector under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004, they must also publish a version excluding any
commercially sensitive information on their own website within two working days of submitting the final
bid to the Department. The Department reserves the right to deem the business case as noncompliant if this is not adhered to.

SECTION A - Project description and funding profile
A1. Project name: Connecting the Energy Coast - Cumbrian Coast Line Sunday

Rail Service Pilot
A2. Headline description:
A 6-month summer pilot scheme to provide Sunday rail services along the length of the Cumbrian
Coast Railway Line. The Cumbrian Coast Line connects Carlisle to Barrow in Furness and stops at
all the major towns along its route. It is one of just three lines in the UK to have no route-length
services on a Sunday. Sunday services will provide vital access to jobs, retail, social and leisure
opportunities and create a sustainable option for tourism trips to West Cumbria and the Western Lake
District. These services will also provide a low carbon travel option to major employment sites at
Sellafield, British Aerospace Engineering (Barrow) and the anticipated Nuclear New Build site at
Moorside.
The pilot service will be delivered by Northern Rail. Opening of the line and signal boxes will be
facilitated by Network Rail – all required infrastructure is in place and therefore only staffing is
required from Network Rail. It aims to demonstrate that sufficient demand exists to warrant
permanent service development.

A3. Geographical area:
The Cumbrian Coast Line lies entirely within the boundary of the Cumbria Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP). Cumbria is England’s second largest county by area and has almost 500,000
residents. Tourism is a critically important part of Cumbria’s economy and approximately 38 million
people visit the county per year contributing £2,105m to the economy. The size and rural nature of
Cumbria makes transport and access of vital importance to residents and visitors.
The Cumbrian Coast Line runs from Carlisle in North Cumbria to Barrow in South Cumbria via the
West Cumbria coastline.

Carlisle and Barrow represent important hubs for travel on the national rail network. Carlisle is a
strategic hub which sits on the West Coast Mainline, Tyne Valley Line, Carlisle - Settle Line and
Glasgow South Western Line as well as the Cumbrian Coast Line. The Furness line connects Barrow
to the West Coast Mainline at Lancaster and Preston as well as providing direct connections to
Manchester and Manchester International Airport.
The City of Carlisle has a population of 73,270 and is an important retail and employment centre as
well as being a vibrant tourist destination. The City supports an estimated 40,500 jobs and attracts an
estimated 7.05m visitors per annum, contributing £332.7m to the local and national economy. Carlisle
railway station attracts over 1.77m entries and exits per annum and over 300,000 interchanges
between services.
Travelling West from Carlisle the Cumbrian Coast Line passes through the towns of Dalston (pop
6,051), Wigton (pop 5,831) and Aspatria (pop 3,380) before reaching the coast at Maryport (pop
12,045). These towns collectively support almost 10,000 jobs. Workington is the main retail centre in
West Cumbria with a population of 25,444 and providing 15,500 jobs in the town. The Port of
Workington is an important freight terminal for the import and export of goods as well as the receipt,
storage and distribution of bulk construction materials for sites such as Sellafield and the Low Level
Waste Repository at Drigg. The Port of Workington is likely to feature significantly in the strategy for
transport of construction materials to the Moorside Nuclear New Build site adjacent to Sellafield.
Whitehaven is an attractive Georgian Town with a population of 25,342. The town benefits from two
railway stations, Bransty (Whitehaven North) providing easy access to the redeveloped Millennium
Harbour area and town centre retail and employment sites and Corkickle (Whitehaven South) which is
located in a predominantly residential area within easy walking distance of the town centre. The soon
to open Albion Square office development will bring 1,000 additional jobs into central Whitehaven
associated with Sellafield and there are aspirations to increase the number of jobs in the town centre
associated with the Nuclear industry. The development of identified strategic employment sites in
Whitehaven are a feature of Cumbria’s Strategic Economic Plan. Upon completion of Albion Square
in mid-2014 the town will host approximately 10,100 jobs. Whitehaven and its strategic employment
sites are ideally situated to encourage the use of low carbon and healthy travel options.
Travelling South the line passes through Seascale and St Bees before reaching Sellafield station.
Sellafield is one of the largest industrial sites in Europe employing over 10,000 staff. Travel to work at
Sellafield is currently dominated by a culture of private car use, creating significant congestion on the
A595 trunk road which runs parallel to the railway. It is widely accepted that the failure of the rail
timetable to serve commuting journeys to Sellafield exacerbates this problem. Furthermore Moorside,
the site for development of a new Nuclear Power Station by 2025, is located adjacent to Sellafield.
Moorside is expected to employ approximately 5,000 people at any one time during its 7-year
construction. The presence of two nationally significant industrial sites in this area presents a major
challenge in terms of transport. However the development of Moorside by Nugen Ltd also presents a
real opportunity to entrench a sustainable travel culture subject to the required availability of
alternative travel options. All of the towns and communities along the line generate significant travel
to work journeys to Sellafield and this pattern is expected to continue with the Moorside development.
South of Sellafield the landscape becomes more rural with the line providing a highly attractive scenic
journey bordered by the coast at one side and the Western Fells at the other. Due to the limited road
network in this area the railway line is an attractive option offering favourable journey times and
reliability. The line continues on to Seascale, Drigg, Ravenglass, Bootle and Silecroft. Seascale and
Ravenglass particularly are popular tourist destinations, which would be significantly boosted by
having a 7 day per week railway timetable. The next major stop is Millom, a small town with a
population of just 7,829, but with a rail station footfall of 218,718 in 2012/13 making it one of the
busiest stations per head of capita in the UK. The attractiveness of rail in this part of the County is a
function of the rural nature of the area and limited road network and the existence of major employers
well located along the railway line. Millom railway station is now home to a successful social
enterprise having revitalised the station into a hub of activity focused on the Millom Discovery Centre,
café and ticket office. This has helped generate local employment and enhance the attractiveness of
the station for existing and potential users.

The Cumbrian Coast Line terminates at Barrow in Furness where onward connections to the West
Coast Mainline and to Manchester International Airport can be made via the Furness Line. Barrow in
Furness is an important regional town with a population of 56,745. It is home to BAE Systems which
employs 6,000 people and plans to increase this by a further 2,000 in the coming years.
Approximately 600,000 rail journeys per year start or finish in Barrow in Furness.

A4. Total package cost (£m): £0.315m
A5. Total DfT revenue funding contribution sought (£m): £0.285m
A6. Local contribution (£m): £0.03m
Comprised of:
Cumbrian Coast Line Community Rail Partnership (see Appendix A) - £5,000
Cumbria County Council (via grant funding from Britain’s Energy Coast Ltd) - £25,000
In addition to the local contributions listed above, a package of measures is being delivered by
Cumbria County Council to improve access to services on the Cumbrian Coast Line. Rail station
transport hub schemes at Maryport and Workington will be delivered from devolved Local Major
Scheme Funds at a cost of £4.98m. This will provide much needed car parking, pedestrian and
cycling connectivity at the stations likely to receive the most footfall. Additionally, £143,000 has been
allocated from local funds to further develop similar scheme proposals at Corkickle (Whitehaven
South) and Bransty (Whitehaven North). £108,000 is committed from Nuclear Decommissioning
Agency funds to improve pedestrian and cycling linkages in the vicinity of Corkickle station.

A7. Equality Analysis
Has any Equality Analysis been undertaken in line with the Equality Duty?
Yes
No
A8. Partnership bodies:
There is a strong culture of partnership working on Cumbria’s railways which is embodied by the
existence of several Community Rail Partnerships and Rail User Groups.
The Cumbrian Coast Line Community Rail Partnership (CRP) brings together representatives of
Cumbria County Council, Northern Rail, South Copeland Tourism, Sellafield Ltd, Direct Rail Services,
Allerdale and Copeland Borough Councils along with associate stakeholders including Natural
England, rail user groups, station adopters and community groups along the line. The CRP lists its
aims as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

To ensure rail services meet the needs of Britain’s Energy Coast
To assist in the development of new business
To establish a seven day per week service on the line
To respond to increased demands for travel within the West Cumbrian economy
To improve station facilities and environment
To develop integrated transport links
To contribute to the development of long-term rail and transport strategies

The CRP fully supports this proposal and is committed to promoting the use of these services, as well
as working with local businesses to help them maximise the opportunities which arise from increased
passenger footfall. Further details about the CRP can be found at www.cumbriancoastline.co.uk
The Cumbrian Coast Line CRP and Copeland Rail User Group have a long standing aspiration to see
7-day services on the Cumbrian Coast Line. In taking this project forward the County Council will
work with all of the partners listed above to develop the services and promote these to ensure take-up
is maximised.
Partners directly involved in the delivery of the service are Northern Rail and Network Rail. Northern
Rail is the current franchise holder on the Cumbrian Coast Line and will deliver the services using its

train crew and rolling stock. Network Rail is required to ensure signal boxes are opened and manned.
All required infrastructure is in place and therefore only staffing is required to open the line.
Confirmation of support from both organisations can be found in appendix B.
Rail Freight Operators, namely Direct Rail Services, are also closely involved to ensure that the
provision of Sunday passenger services does not impede the passage of freight on the line which is of
vital importance. The capacity exists on the line to accommodate both.
A list of some of the key stakeholders and details of their involvement can be found below:
Stakeholder Name
Northern Rail
Network Rail
CCL Community Rail
Partnership
Copeland Rail User
Group
Direct Rail Services
Sellafield Ltd
Nugen Ltd
Copeland Borough
Council
Allerdale Borough
Council
Cumbria Tourism
Cumbria Vision
Britain’s Energy Coast
Cumbria LEP

Nature of support
Development of proposal, timetable planning, service delivery
Support and guidance, staffing of line and signal boxes
Extensive promotional activities, monitoring of use - £5,000 financial contribution
Promotional activities, community interface
Advice on freight carrying and capacity issues
Advice on rail demand (freight and passengers) resulting from Sellafield activity,
promotion of services to workforce
Advice on rail demand (freight and passengers) resulting from Nugen activity,
promotion of services to workforce
Promotion of sustainable transport through green travel plan requirements
Promotion of sustainable transport through green travel plan requirements
Assistance in promotional activities
Assistance in promotional activities
Integration of rail into the consistent vision for Britain’s Energy Coast, grant funding
to CCC to develop rail services in Cumbria
Recognition of the importance of the Cumbrian Coast Line to Cumbria’s economy
and support in developing proposals to enhance the line via the SEP.

A9. Local Enterprise Partnership:
The Cumbrian Coast Line is located entirely within the Cumbria LEP boundary. A letter of support for
the scheme can be found in appendix C. Improvements to services and infrastructure along the
Cumbrian Coast Line are a priority in Cumbria’s Strategic Economic Plan under Economic Driver 2:
Nuclear and Energy Excellence. Additionally the Cumbrian Coast Line provides essential connectivity
between West Cumbria and the National Rail Network. Improvements to connectivity, service
frequency and infrastructure on the Cumbrian Coast Line will therefore improve access to the West
Coast Mainline, the M6 corridor and HS2. Securing maximum benefit for Cumbria of HS2 is a priority
under Economic Driver 2: Strategic Connectivity of M6 Corridor. A selection of specific references
from the SEP supporting the need for Sunday Services can be found below:
SEP Infrastructure Plan Section 2.3: Infrastructure, connectivity and employment sites:
“The Cumbrian Coast Railway Line links Carlisle to Barrow via the Cumbrian coast passing along its
route through all the main West Cumbrian towns, major nuclear employment sites and outstanding
coastal landscape. The line has significant untapped potential to carry a greater number of
passengers, but is presently restricted by poor station infrastructure and accessibility, poor timetabling
and an absence of a comprehensive weekend schedule. Improvements to this are absolutely vital to
sustainable transport and economic growth in Cumbria. The potential of the line to provide an
excellent commuter service between key employment sites and leisure and tourism services in an
area with an outstanding landscape is clear. The line’s lack of Sunday services constrains weekend
tourist activity along the Cumbrian coast”.
Short Term Projects
“The initial focus for 2015/16 is the programme of Rail Station Hubs at Maryport, Workington and
Whitehaven (Corkickle and Bransty) which will help unlock development of key town centre
employment sites to meet the anticipated demand for office and other employment floorspace for the
nuclear sector. Access to the Cumbrian Coast Line will be improved at these stations through the
provision of off-street car parking, pick up and drop off facilities for cars and taxis and improved
pedestrian and cycle links to surrounding residential and employment areas…………….. The Hub

schemes are accompanied by engagement in the Rail Refranchising process to press for train
services which can meet travel needs in West Cumbria, engagement with Network Rail to bring
forward its investment in resignalling the line, and submission of an LSTF bid to provide a trial Sunday
service along the coast”.

SECTION B – The Business Case
B1. The Scheme - Summary
The Cumbrian Coast Line connects Carlisle to Barrow in Furness and stops at all the major towns
along its route. The line generates over 1 million trips per year, but is one of just three lines in the UK
to have no route-length services on a Sunday. The line is well used for travel to employment, retail,
leisure and tourism opportunities. The absence of Sunday services inhibits the economic benefits of
these activities being fully realised and is a true barrier to social mobility in the county.
The proposal will deliver a 6-month summer pilot scheme to provide Sunday rail services along the
length of the Cumbrian Coast Line. The service will operate from May 2015 for approximately 26weeks, covering the summer months. The objectives of the scheme are as follows:
·
·
·
·
·

To provide a comprehensive Sunday service along the length of the Cumbrian Coast Line
where one currently does not exist;
To demonstrate that sufficient demand exists to warrant the development of a permanent
Sunday service as part of the next franchise;
To reduce congestion on the strategic and local road networks by offering a high quality parallel
rail service connecting main towns and employment destinations;
To maximise the use of sustainable transport in Cumbria by residents and visitors;
To maximise the economic benefits of having good rail connectivity and good access to
Cumbria.

The services will be delivered by Northern Rail using existing train crew and rolling stock. The
services will be integrated into the standard passenger timetable to ensure ease of use and
accessibility of the services for all users. Services will be promoted as part of the normal timetable,
but this will be supported by additional promotional activities by the County Council, TOC, Rail User
Groups and Community Rail Partnership. In particular the Community Rail Partnership plans a
targeted package of promotional activities aimed at attracting new rail-borne visitors to the area,
increasing local business opportunities and maximising the additional opportunities arising from 7day opening of the rail line infrastructure.
All required rail infrastructure, signal boxes and crossings are in place, are owned and operated by
Network Rail and will be opened and staffed to enable to services to operate. Opening and staffing of
the signal boxes will allow passenger trains to operate along the length of the route but will also have
potential benefits to the freight carrying capacity of the line. Increasing volumes of nuclear materials
moving by rail to the Sellafield site will benefit from 7-day line opening as will the construction of Low
Level Waste Repository vaults at Drigg. The Community Rail Partnership receives regular requests
for use of the line by Charter trains offering scenic trips into the area and the income generated by
visitors on such trains will be an additional benefit of this bid.
Sunday services will provide vital access to jobs, retail and leisure opportunities and create a
sustainable option for tourism trips to West Cumbria and the Western Lake District. These services
will also provide a low carbon travel option to major employment sites at Sellafield, British Aerospace
Engineering (Barrow) and the anticipated Nuclear New Build site at Moorside.
Local Businesses, particularly in the tourism and hospitality trade, have indicated that Sunday
services will provide opportunities to increase their business and employment offer. The Community
Rail Partnership is supporting a number of private initiatives which will be unlocked by the introduction
of Sunday services. These include opportunities to enhance cultural and educational opportunities
associated with the line.

B2. The Strategic Case
The Cumbria County Council Plan 2014-17 has eight priorities, of which one is “to provide safe and
well maintained roads and an effective transport network”. Within this priority area the Council
undertakes to “work to ensure that we retain and improve Cumbria’s rail services, infrastructure and
connectivity through active engagement in the national refranchising and investment programme”.
This proposal contributes to the strategic priorities for Cumbria as outlined in the Council Plan and the
Strategic Economic Plan Priority 2: Nuclear and Energy Excellence (see section A9 for further
detailed linkages to the SEP). The provision of Sunday services aligns fully with the strategy of the
Community Rail Partnership (CRP) and the County Council’s published ‘vision’ for the line.
Provision of Sunday rail services in Cumbria will support jobs and generate growth in the local
economy. Recent user surveys (conducted by Nigel Harris of The Railway Consultancy) have
provided real evidence that the lack of adequate Sunday services inhibits individual’s ability to access
employment opportunities on a Sunday. This service will provide access to employment for all
residents within the line’s catchment, especially non-car users. The report from The Railway
Consultancy concluded that “The lack of existing Sunday service between Whitehaven and Millom is
out of line with 21st-century travel demands, and the introduction of even a limited service would have
significant social benefits, as well as providing some revenue and enabling the business and tourist
economy of West Cumbria to develop”, “We have rarely come across the extent of inconvenience
suffered by some passengers”, “The lack of Sunday service has a huge economic impact, as the
main industry of the area is tourism – hotels get cancellations when people realise there is no Sunday
service and pubs are quiet on Sunday” and “because of the limited level of bus services on
Sundays, the level of inconvenience, cost and hardship caused to normal activities by local
residents from the lack of rail service is extreme”.
Engagement with the CRP, Copeland Rail User Group and Local Businesses has provided evidence
of suppressed business opportunities due to the lack of Sunday Services. Businesses in the tourism
and hospitality trade have indicated that Sunday services will provide opportunities to increase their
business and employment offer. The CRP is supporting a number of private initiatives which will be
unlocked by the introduction of Sunday services including opportunities to enhance cultural and
educational opportunities associated with the line. Realisation of these new business opportunities is
likely to result in additional employment, income and weekend tourism all contributing to local
economic growth. Cumbria LEP conducted a survey of 2,000 businesses in 2012 in which 24% of
businesses in Copeland cited that rail network and rail access are a barrier to business performance.
Network Rail’s Route Utlisation Study (RUS) for Lancashire and Cumbria identified the lack if Sunday
services as a barrier to economic growth.
Integration of service information into the standard timetable will enable ease of use and make
information accessible in line with the DfT’s ‘Door 2 Door’ strategy. Users will benefit from regular
connections onto the national rail network including the West Coast Main Line, Furness Line and
Tyne Valley Line, all of which operate on a Sunday. The ongoing programme of improvements to
information and facilities at stations along the line being delivered in partnership between CCC, the
CRP and Northern Rail will compliment these services and the priorities of the ‘Door 2 Door’ strategy.
This connectivity to the national networks is identified as a priority in the SEP under ‘Strategic
Connectivity of M6 Corridor’ and the importance of the Cumbrian Coast Line in providing access to
the WCML, M6 Corridor and HS2 is vital.
The introduction of these services will be accompanied by a programme of information and marketing
and will also be incorporated into advice regarding green travel planning. In line with ‘smarter
choices’ principles this will aim to encourage people to make sustainable travel choices provided with
genuine and practical alternatives to private car use. Additionally, providing a 7-day service improves
confidence and dependability of rail and therefore enables behaviour change by removing a barrier to
change which the current service gap creates.
This bid achieves the objectives of the LSTF by providing a much needed transport service which will
in turn support the local economy and facilitate economic development. By providing access to
employment and essential services on a Sunday to all people we will provide a genuine opportunity to
those people currently unable to travel. Enabling people to use rail instead of private cars will reduce
carbon emissions and increase the use of sustainable transport in Cumbria. A major benefit of this
scheme is to remove a significant barrier to social inclusion which the current service gap creates.

B3. The Economic Case – Value for Money
The main benefits of the scheme are social and distributional. The pilot will dramatically increase
accessibility on a Sunday for communities in West Cumbria, and in particular for communities in
South Copeland which do not currently have a rail service on a Sunday. West Cumbria has a number
of communities where the proportion of households without access to a car is higher than average,
and a Sunday rail service is particularly important for these households as Sunday bus services in the
area are also poor. A survey of West Cumbrian rail passengers highlighted the significant
inconvenience this causes passengers, with people paying significant sums of money on taxis, relying
on friends for lifts, and having to take days off work as rail travel is not currently possible on a Sunday.
The scheme will also have significant option value benefits. The existing Sunday service to the north
is poor, does not run in the morning and hence does not link up well to employment opportunities in
Carlisle. There is currently no service to the south of the line on a Sunday. There are a significant
number of households which would benefit from the proposals, with nearly 33,000 households within
reasonable distance of a station on the northern section of the line between Carlisle and Whitehaven,
and 5,700 households on the southern section of the line between Whitehaven and Barrow-inFurness.
The transfer of trips from car to rail will also have environmental benefits in the form of carbon dioxide
savings. It is estimated that 19 tonnes of carbon dioxide would be saved over the course of the trial
period, and indicates significant savings would be possible if the extended service was implemented
permanently.
No journey time savings are predicted due to the lack of congestion on roads in the area on Sunday.
However, there is anticipated to be vehicle operating cost savings of around £18,000 over the course
of the pilot.
The scheme will provide wider economic impacts to West Cumbria by increasing the number of
weekend leisure trips in the area. As the line would be operational on a Sunday, new charter services
would also be able to run along the line too.
Summary of main benefits:
·
Significant increase in accessibility on a Sunday
·
Significant option value benefits
·
Carbon dioxide savings of around 19 tonnes during the trial period
·
Potential vehicle operating cost savings of around £18,000 during the trial period
·
Wider benefits for West Cumbrian tourist economy
Summary of main costs:
·
No negative impacts or disbenefits identified
·
Costs are detailed in Section B4
A completed Scheme Impacts Pro Forma is attached to the bid (Appendix D). A detailed description of
the data and forecasts presented above and in the Scheme Impacts Pro Forma are also attached to
the bid in the form of an Economic Appraisal Report (Appendix E).

B4. The Financial Case – Project Costs
The estimated cost of delivering the bid is £315,000. The costs of delivering the train service have
been provided by Northern Rail. Additional allowance has been made for management and
promotional activities which will be spearheaded by the Community Rail Partnership and Cumbria
County Council. The project costs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilisation of 1 existing 156 unit
Train crew costs (2 extra Conductors & 2 extra Drivers)
Track access
Fuel
Maintenance
Network Rail costs (staffing only)
CCC Management/promotional costs

As this is a pilot scheme with a limited delivery period there are no ongoing implications for future
maintenance and operation. The services do not represent a significant increase in line usage and
therefore would not result in unexpected line maintenance requirements.
Local contributions of £30,000 (10.5%) have been secured from the Community Rail Partnership and
Cumbria County Council (via a grant from Britain’s Energy Coast Ltd). This will be augmented by
promotional activities, particularly by the CRP, which have not been monetised and are an additional
local contribution not detailed in this bid.

Table A: Funding profile (Nominal terms)
£000s
DfT funding sought
Local Authority
contribution
Third Party contribution
including LGF

TOTAL

2015201616
17
285

201718

2018 19

2019 –
20

2020 21

Total

25

285
25

5

5

315

315

B5. Management Case - Delivery
The project plan below shows the key tasks and milestones which must be completed in order to
successfully deliver the project. The LSTF Project Delivery Board will comprise the key stakeholders
of CCC, Northern Rail, Network Rail and Community Rail Partnership and this board will be
responsible for monitoring progress and ensuring risks and issues are managed.
Northern Rail will lead on the service delivery tasks, including obtaining the necessary permissions
from Network Rail and DfT to operate the service and ensuring its integration into the timetable. The
project timeline contains sufficient contingency to ensure milestones can be met and the service
delivered on time. Northern Rail will also be responsible for ensuring staff and rolling stock are
mobilised to deliver the service.
The Community Rail Partnership and Cumbria County Council will spearhead promotional activities
aimed at ensuring maximum footfall is achieved. Such activities will also tie in with standard Northern
Rail promotions. Additionally the CRP will work with local businesses and users to ensure the
business opportunities are maximised.
On a monthly basis the LSTF delivery board will report progress to the Energy Coast Transport
Officers Group (see B9 for composition of this group). This group will provide a critical assessment of
progress and provide input and advice as appropriate to ensure the project remains deliverable.
2014
Task

M A M J J

Submission of LSTF bid
Formation of LSTF Delivery Board
Formal agreement with Network Rail to resource and open the signal boxes
Draft timetable developed to include Traincrew and unit diagrams
Notification of bid outcome
Formation of promotion and marketing strategy
Obtain approval from DfT to make timetable bid to Network Rail
Draft timetable submitted to Network Rail – this is known as ‘the bid’
Review of bid / timetable offer
DfT approval of ‘offer’ / formal agreement with TOC
Promotional and marketing activities
Service delivery
Service monitoring / evaluation / evidence gathering
Service report produced

a) No land acquisition is required to deliver the scheme.
b) No physical construction is required to deliver the scheme .

2015

A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

B6. Management Case – Statutory Powers and Consents
a) Please list separately each power / consents etc obtained - Not applicable
b) Please list separately any outstanding statutory powers / consents etc, including
the timetable for obtaining them.
Task / approval
Formal agreement with Network Rail to resource and open the signal boxes
Draft timetable developed to include Traincrew and unit diagrams
Obtain approval from DfT to make timetable bid to Network Rail
Draft timetable submitted to Network Rail – this is known as ‘the bid’
DfT approval of ‘offer’ / formal agreement with TOC

Timescale
April/May 14
June / July 14
August 14
08 August 14
December 14

Lead
Northern / CCC
Northern
Northern
Northern
DfT / Northern

B7. Management Case – Governance
As bid manager Cumbria County Council will take on the project management role and ensure all
elements of the scheme (service, promotion, risk management etc) are fully coordinated. The project
will be managed in line with the County Council’s project and risk management systems and will
report directly to the LSTF Project Delivery Board.

Northern Rail will be responsible for delivering the service and will lead all tasks specific to rail
industry and planning matters. Northern Rail will ensure the necessary agreements and
authorisations are pursued from Network Rail and Department for Transport, in line with standard train
service planning. Again Northern will report progress to the LSTF Project Delivery Board. Outside of
the conventional rail service planning activities the LSTF Project Delivery Board will monitor scheme
progress, take key decisions and monitor and manage risk. The composition of the LSTF Project
Delivery Board will be as follows:
Andrew Harper – Transport Infrastructure Manager, Cumbria County Council / LSTF Project Manager
Sam Wheelan – Rail Officer, Cumbria County Council
Craig Harrop – Client and Stakeholder Manager, Northern Rail
Chris Cutts – Station Manager, Northern Rail
Ian Aldred – Marketing Manager, Northern Rail
Andy Bliss – Senior Strategic Planner, Network Rail
Laurence Hilland – Community Rail Partnership Officer, Cumbria County Council/CRP

B8. Management Case - Risk Management
Key risks and mitigation measures are as follows:
Risk
Risk (1) Failure to secure authority
for timetable inclusion / ‘bid’
Risk (2) Cost escalation

Impact
Service unable
to operate /
delay
Insufficient funds
available to run
proposed service

Risk (3) – Lower than forecast
demand

Unable to
demonstrate
long-term
viability

Risk (4) – Failure to secure
permanent service in new
franchise

Service ceases
after pilot period

Proposed mitigation measures
Continued engagement with Northern Rail,
Network Rail and DfT to ensure all partners are
supportive of proposal
The scheme costings have been provided by
Northern Rail based on an estimate of their, and
Network Rail costs. These will be constantly
monitored and reviewed. There are 2 main
mitigation options in the event of escalating cost:
1. Reduce Network Rail costs by extending
sections to be opened (limiting signal box staff), 2.
operating a reduced service to reduce costs.
Demand forecasts are based on industry
recognised methodology and surveys of users and
businesses. Comprehensive promotional
activities will be used to generate maximum
demand for services
Early engagement with pre-qualified franchise
bidders to promote inclusion of permanent service
in new franchise bids

B9. Management Case - Stakeholder Management
Key Stakeholders have been engaged in the development of the project through a monthly
Partnership group titled the Energy Coast Transport Officers Group. This group is chaired by
Cumbria County Council and brings together stakeholders in transport and planning matters on the
Energy Coast. This will continue to be the forum for collectively engaging the following stakeholders:
Train Operating Companies – Northern Rail & Direct Rail Services
Network Rail
Local Authorities – Copeland BC, Allerdale BC and Lake District NPA
Highways Agency
Port of Workington
Britain’s Energy Coast
Sellafield Ltd
Nugen Ltd
Cumbria Police
Cumbrian Coast Line Community Rail Partnership
The LSTF Project Delivery Board will comprise those stakeholders with a direct role in delivery of the
scheme as follows:
Cumbria County Council – Transport Authority/ project lead – engagement of local authority
stakeholders, Elected Members and LEP
Northern Rail – Existing franchisee and service delivery partner
Network Rail - owner and operator of rail side infrastructure (signal boxes etc)
Community Rail Partnership – role of promoting the use of the line, including promotions and
engagement with local stakeholders.
All stakeholders responsible for developing of individual elements of the scheme will be accountable
to the LSTF Project Delivery Board.

a) Can the scheme be considered as controversial in any way?
Yes
No
b) Have there been any external campaigns either supporting or opposing the
scheme?
Yes
No

The Community Rail Partnership (CRP) and Copeland Rail User Group (CRUG) have lobbied for
many years for Sunday Services. One of the CRP’s 7 published aims is “To establish a seven day
per week service on the line”. The CRUG manifesto campaigns for “Sunday services between Barrow
and Whitehaven and improved service north”. In support of the CRUG manifesto Barry Doe wrote in
Rail Magazine in May 2013 “As an aside, is this line (Barrow-in-Furness to Whitehaven) the only
tourist-oriented line in the country without a Sunday service?”. CRUG successfully ran a one-off
Sunday service on 27 September 2009 which was well used and well received by passengers.
Other localised campaigns (parish plans etc) are outlined in the letters of support appended to the bid.

B10. The Commercial Case
The costs and service details produced to date have been provided by Northern Rail with their
industry insight and expertise and represent a deliverable and viable service. The costs include the
following elements and are considered to be comprehensive:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Utilisation of 1 existing 156 unit
Traincrew costs (2 extra Conductors & 2 extra Drivers)
Track access
Fuel
Maintenance
Network rail costs (staffing only)
CCC Management/promotional costs

Standard rail service planning requirements will be fulfilled by Northern Rail and will engage Network
Rail and Department for Transport as appropriate. The project plan has been developed to ensure
the service can be mobilised for May 2015 delivery and incorporated into the 2015 timetable.
Network Rail has provided their commitment to working in partnership with CCC and Northern Rail to
open the line for a service during the 2015 timetable. All required Network Rail Infrastructure is in
place and no capital expenditure is required. Only staffing is needed to open the line on a Sunday.

SECTION C – Monitoring, Evaluation and Benefits Realisation
C1. Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation activities will fall under two broad headings. 1) Development phase monitoring of progress towards delivering the service; and 2) Delivery phase - monitoring and
evaluation of service success.
During the service development phase progress towards a deliverable service will be continually
monitored by the LSTF Project Delivery Board and risks mitigated as identified in Section B7&B8.
During the delivery phase (May 2015 onwards) the Community Rail Partnership will undertake regular
(monthly) counts of service usage and footfall. Additionally passengers will be surveyed on an
ongoing basis to obtain evidence of service satisfaction. The CRP will also maintain contact with
businesses who seek to maximise the economic benefits of the services to determine whether the
provision of the Sunday services has secured the desired business benefits.
The LSTF Project Delivery Board will continue to meet during the delivery phase in order to monitor
the service effectiveness and where possible to make any interventions necessary to further enhance
the offer. The wider stakeholder group will be continually engaged via the Energy Coast Transport
Officers Group and this will provide a useful means of measuring success.
Immediately following completion of the pilot (November 2015) a report will be produced by the LSTF
Project Delivery Board detailing the findings of the monitoring activities. Details such as service
patronage, reliability & disruption, user opinion and business outcomes will be brought together to
provide a critical assessment of the outcome of the pilot.

